Prediction of COVID-19 Cases Using Machine Learning Techniques
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ABSTRACT
COVID-19, a new flu virus in 2020-21, created a widespread epidemic that heavily
damaged the global economy and people's health;however, the societal consequences are
unknown. COVID-19 can be detected using two types of tests: a viral test that identifies infected
patients and an antibody test that enables us to detect if patients have had a previous infection.
The following assays use reverse transcription, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), lateral flow
immunochromatographic testing, and ELISA-like immunoassay procedures. For this article,
we've developed and deployed a system that uses disruptive technologies like artificial
intelligence and intelligent computing to detect increases in Covid-19 cases. Big Data and other
information-science advances, such as the ability to quickly and accurately identify relevant
molecular, cellular, and biochemical factors for the early detection of COVID-19, can help the
scientific community.
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these two diseases. SARS was initially

1. INTRODUCTION
Diseases such as the common cold

discovered in China in 2002, while MERS

and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome

first appeared in Saudi Arabia in 2012 [8].

(MERS) are among the illnesses caused by

SARS-COV-2, a new virus found in Wuhan,

the Coronavirus, a group of viruses that is

China, causes the corona virus.

also

responsible

Respiratory

for

Wuhan,

China,

diagnosed

with

pneumonia of unknown origin on December

and

31, 2019, was first reported to the World

SARS-CoV are responsible for the spread of

Health Organization (WHO) Country Office

termed

(SARS)

Acute
[6].

Coronaviruses

Syndrome

Severe

MERS-CoV
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in China [1]. At the same time, the cases of

lack of resources in hospitals and the time

the Coronavirus and the resulting fatalities

lag in getting the results of medical tests.

have been rising. The virus, which moves

Due to the rising demand for coronavirus

quickly, spread to the whole country in

testing, it is no longer practicable due to

about 30 days [5]. The WHO called it

time and money constraints. We want to

COVID-19

2018[5].

employ machine learning techniques in our

Electronic devices powered by AI can play a

study to forecast the coronavirus infection of

significant role in stopping the spread of this

patients.

infection by transmitting it from person to

2. RELATED WORK

person.

on

February

As

the

11,

of

The previous work was carried out

epidemiologists in healthcare has increased,

worldwide with an old dataset broken into

so has the spread of electronic health data

three sub-datasets: confirmed, death, and

[13]. Healthcare research and application are

recovered. Each of these sub-datasets had

given a big boost by increasing electronic

attributes such as country, province/state,

health data available [4]. Such data can train

and dates. Machine learning models like

artificial intelligence algorithms, which can

linear regression, SVM, and exponential

then be employed to increase AI's ability to

smoothing were used to model the data.

make accurate predictions about the disease.

Despite previous models that were effective

According to statistics, as of May 16,

in their outcomes, Es stood out among them

2020, an astounding 44,250,485 cases of

and performed well for the next few days'

COVID-19

forecast and verified results.

had

responsibility

been

recorded,

and

3,020,059 people had died as a result [3].

Nanshan Chen and his colleagues at

Around 213 nations and territories are

Jinyintan

affected

hospital

conducted a retrospective, single-center

systems had to bear a significant weight as

examination of various patients' data. They

more and more people contracted the

also wrote about epidemiological data,

Coronavirus,

had

including signs and symptoms, CT findings,

inadequate medical resources to combat.

and clinical outcomes in this project[16].

Medical therapy is regularly hampered by a

Although it does not focus on the COVID-

by

COVID-19.

a

pathogen

The

they

Hospital

in

Wuhan,

China,
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19, this initiative has a positive impact on

models was created to collect sensor data to

clinical outcomes.

predict the grade of pneumonia and infection

Wang et al. found CT changes of

risk of disease [26]. A methodology that

people suffering from COVID-19 in China

uses CT scan images as the primary way for

through their study of CT pictures. He uses

predicting COVID-19 is being presented.

deep learning approaches to design a new

The system uses multithreading from several

diagnostic tool to draw out COVID-19's

sensors relevant to COVID-19 symptoms.

graphic properties from CT scan pictures.

As an alternative diagnosis option to

CT pictures of verified COVID-19 patients,

COVID-19, Ali Narin et al. created an

as well as those who have pneumonia, have

automatic detection system. The study

been obtained. From their study, the proof-

mentioned

of-principle for AI COVID-19 prediction[7]

different

may be found. In contrast to our study,

based models (ResNet50, InceptionV3, and

which relies on clinical features and

Inception-ResNetV2) have been proposed

laboratory results, this project uses CT Scan

for the detection of coronavirus pneumonia

images.

infected

in

this

paraphrase

("three

convolutional neural network-

patient

using

chest

X-ray

The authors of this paper, all from

radiographs [12]") relates to how three

Zhongnan Hospital in Wuhan, China, have

different models were developed to detect

described the epidemiological, demographic,

coronavirus pneumonia. He also elaborates

clinical, laboratory, and treatment data from

on the accuracy of the CNN classification

their institution. Data was captured and

results for the three models.

analysed to serve as a tracking tool for
disease outbreaks[6]. The author provides
insight into our prognosis of COVID-19 by
looking at the radio-logical and therapy data.
Halgurd S. Maghdid et al. have
offered

a

new

method

for

3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
A
Prophet
accessible

paraphrase:
have

Polynomial

implemented

alternatives

to

and

and

tested

past

work.

detecting

Polynomial functions are analogous to linear

coronavirus sickness using smartphones'

functions. But it has successfully dealt with

onboard sensors. A set of machine learning

the problem of exponential growth, and
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Facebook's prophet modelling has grown to

cases and fatality rates are rising daily,

feature a new development of predicting

making the situation for India extremely

models. This is a time series addiction

alarming. No one knows how many people

model that can be adjusted to meet weekly,

were impacted by the COVID-19 outbreak

yearly, and daily trends, and so on via

in India. This investigation aims to identify

assigning value to object (periods). Several

the number of people at risk of contracting

features are accurate and perform well,

new infections and suffering from additional

making

them

a

implementation.

good

Figure

1

choice

for

deaths, as well as the number of projected

depicts

the

recoveries in the following 31 days. Four

suggested architecture.

machine learning models—LR, Prophet, and
Random Forest—were utilized to predict the
number of newly infected patients, deaths,
and recoveries.
The purpose of the study is to predict
future time-series data. A time series is a
series of measurements acquired over time,
usually at equal intervals. Series of Events > Times Because time series data are
utilized in several projects, and forecasting
has been an essential element. Time series
data

Figure 1. Proposed architecture

4. RESULTS AND OBSERVATION

in

medical,

weather

forecasting,

biology, supply chain management, and

This work aims to create a machine

stock price forecasting, among other fields,

learning system that can estimate the amount

can be found in many places. The ability to

of future COVID-19 patients. Information

influence forecasting is an essential element

about

cases,

for Covid19 since it helps in the decision-

recoveries, and fatalities was obtained from

making process by determining how much

daily reports, and it was incorporated into

influence various future values could have

the dataset utilized for the study. Confirmed

on good results. Soon.

new

COVID-19

India
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Poly
Regression
Prophet

0.98

2455500935.20

44445.27

0.99

6494037295.70

49185.08

New Death Cases
LR

0.92

1905508.24

1029.85

Poly

0.99

27146.15

145.07

0.99

165738.70

299.93

Regression
Prophet

New Recovered Cases

Figure 2. Predicted Results of Linear Regression Model
LR

0.93

11571144694.69

93100.18

Polynomial

0.96

1221354937.30

30322.40

Prophet

0.99

1549967303.91

27903.44

CONCLUSION
To predict the future spread of the covid19
outbreak in India, two ML techniques were
used in this work. The analysis shows that
Figure 3. Predicted Results of Poly Regression Model

prophet outperforms all other models tried
thus far, and polynomial is somewhat
effective. Based on historical observations,
the study suggests that mortality and
recoveries will both decline. To boost the
accuracy of our prediction methodology, we
plan to update our data collection methods
and employ machine learning to enhance the

Figure 4. Predicted Results of Prophet Model

appropriateness of our model. Our future
endeavours will involve real-time live

Table 1. Performance Comparison of Models
Model

R2 Score

MSE

MAE

forecasting and subgrouping customers by
age.

New Confirmed Cases
LR

0.94

47928802355.67

184958.24
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diseases (Covid-19) in China,"Zhonghua Liu Xing Bing
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